To: Florian Steierer
Economic Affairs Officer Forest Products Markets and Marketing UNECE/FAO Forestry and Timber Section
E-mail: florian.steierer@un.org

Dear Mr. Florian Steierer,

In response to your letter dated 9th August 2021 about submitting country market statement, I would like to inform that "Hayantar" SNCO of the Committee of Forest of Ministry of Environment of the RA in 2020 has realized 1608 cubic meters of construction wood, 48083 cubic meters of firewood, 39.1 cubic meters of plank and has realized 680.32 cubic meters of construction wood, 13166.53 cubic meters of firewood and 67.67 cubic meters of plank in the first half of 2021.
I would like to express the assurance of my highest consideration and confidence in our future successful collaboration.

Sincerely,

Anna Mazmanyan

International Cooperation Department
Anush Melqyan +37411 818 510